
Travel Trailers and Fifth Wheels

Travel Trailers also available with fiberglass exterior
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ZT31SB floor plan shown in Saddle décor
With Zinger travel trailers and fifth wheels, it's like staying in a 5-star hotel wherever you go. The Zinger interior
pampers you in comfort and beautiful surroundings with 7-foot high ceilings and even 6-foot high slide-outs.
Unlike a luxury hotel, though, is the affordable price, and kids are always welcome. A large variety of family floor
plans, loaded with awesome features, gives Zinger unbeatable value. In this travel trailer model, the 
entertainment center conceals two sliding wood doors that provide privacy for the master bedroom.
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ZT32QB shown in Chestnut décor
This stunning decor is fashioned with glazed cocoa cherry cabinetry
enhanced with decorative glass inserts. Graceful radius corner walls
are accented with brush nickel decorative lighting and wall paper
border.  For your viewing pleasure, the extra large entertainment
center holds a 32-inch HD LCD TV (optional).

ZT32QB junior dinette and flip up bunks
This family floor plan includes a rear kids' bunk room with a junior
dinette that converts into a bed. Flip-up bunks, including one over the
dinette, increases sleeping capacity to four. In addition to a wardrobe,
there's even a built-in toy box.
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 ZT30KB living area shown in Willow décor
The Zinger interior is as spacious and beautiful as the places you travel to see. Each floor plan is efficiently designed to maximize living space without 
sacrificing convenient features and amenities. Flush-floor slide-outs provide a generous, unencumbered living area with solid wood fascia and overhead
cabinets for added storage. 
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ZT31SB bathroom
All the comforts of home are found in this roomy bathroom with
a large tub/shower, overhead skylight, and practical mirrored
medicine cabinet.

ZT31SB drawers with upper bunk
There's no wasted space in a Zinger. This convenient cabinet unit
not only provides added storage, but also extra sleeping space in
the bunk above.

ZT30KB bedroom with Willow décor
After bunking the kids down for the night, the master bedroom
provides a restful refuge with its quality queen size bed, reversible
designer bedspread, convenient night stands, and storage for all
your personal things.
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ZF30RL  living area shown in Chestnut décor
Zinger also comes in four popular fifth wheel models. Each one is designed for a high-end RVing experience at an outstanding value. From front to rear,
inside and out, you'll find excellence throughout with features you thought you couldn't afford. Elegant matching swivel rockers and a large jack knife sofa
come standard in this attractively-styled unit along with many other quality standard features. 



ZF30RL kitchen and dinette
An abundance of glazed cocoa cherry cabinetry accentuates this fifth wheel kitchen. There's no shortage of kitchen storage space here with 
floor-to-ceiling pantries along with deep cabinets and drawers. It even includes a handy built-in spice rack conveniently located beneath the sink. 
This model also features a roomy super booth dinette for family dining and a large entertainment center.
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ZF25BH

ZF29BH

ZF30RL

ZF29RK

ZT25SB

ZT23FB

ZT26BL

ZT26BH

Specifications

Dry Weight

Carrying Capacity

Hitch Weight

Axle Weight

Ext. Height with AC

Exterior Length

Tire Size

ZF25BH
7223

4144

1464

5759

12' 3"

31' 10"

225/75R15D

ZF30RL
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

ZF29RK
6558

5022

1450

5088

12' 3"

31' 10"

225/75R15D

ZF29BH
5046

2543

589

4457

10' 2"

26' 11"

205/75R14C

ZT23FB
5837

1663

500

5337

10' 8"

29' 4"

205/75R15C

ZT25RB
5868

1656

524

5344

10' 8"

28' 10"

205/75R15C

ZT25SB
5969

1740

709

5260

10' 8"

29' 11"

205/75R15C

ZT26BL
5944

1940

884

5060

10' 8"

29' 11"

205/75R15C

ZT26BH
6453

1227

680

5773

10' 8"

31' 11"

205/75R15C

ZT27RL
6714

2964

878

5836

10' 10"

33' 10"

205/75R15D

ZT30KB
6306

4803

1206

5100

11' 8"

27' 11"

225/75R15D

Cook-Out Kitchen

Cook-Out Kitchen

TRAVEL TRAILERSFIFTH WHEELS

NEW

NEW

NEW

ZT25RB

NEW
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Fifth Wheel Tanks
• Fresh water capacity - 54 gallons
• Black water capacity - 40 gallons 
• Grey/galley capacity - 80 gallons

ZT31SB

ZT39DB
DESTINATION TRAILERS

ZT30KB

7558

2290

1048

6510

10' 10"

35' 6"

225/75R15D

ZT31SB
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

ZT32RE
6661

3089

950

5711

10' 8"

33' 10"

225/75R15D

ZT32QB
8201

3131

1172

7029

11' 7"

41' 6"

225/75R15D

ZT39DB
8541

2891

1272

7269

11' 7"

41' 6"

225/75R15D

ZT39BH

ZT39BH

Cook-Out Kitchen

ZT30RK

Cook-Out Kitchen

Travel Trailer Tanks
• Fresh water capacity - 54 gallons; 23FB - 40 gallons
• Black water capacity - 40 gallons 
• Grey/galley capacity - 40 gallons; 39DB & 39BH - 80 gallons

ZT32QB

ZT32RE

NEW

NEW

NEW

6917

2883

1000

5917

TBD

33' 8"

/75R15D

T30RK
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Structural Standards

Standards stated throughout are
partial lists only. See your dealer
or www.crossroadsrv.com for a 
complete listing.

Construction Standards 
1. One-piece rubber roof with 3" rolled roof wrap 

and 12 year manufacturer’s warranty 
2. 3/8" walkable roof decking
3. 16" OC truss rafters with 4 1/2" crown
4. R-7 Rated fiberglass roof insulation 
5. Rain gutters along entire roof line 
6. 13,500 Ducted A/C (ZT19RD is not ducted) *
7. 25,000 BTU floor ducted furnace (30,000 in 

30KB, 30RK, 32QB, 31SB, 39BH & 39DB travel trailers)
8. 16" OC stud placement in sidewalls, 

endwalls and slide rooms
9. 5/8" tongue and groove plywood floor decking 
10. R-7 Rated fiberglass sidewall insulation
11. 16" OC 2 x 3 floor joists
12. Steel I-beam frame (varies by model)
13. R-7 Rated fiberglass floor insulation   
14. 1/2" Foam rubber carpet pad 
15. Maximum amount of linoleum throughout
16. Optional bedroom carpet
17. Nitro filled radial tires with white spoked rims
18. Moisture barrier wrapped floor 
19. 30" Radius entry door with screen
20. Secure Stance axles

Exterior Standards
21. Radius exterior cargo doors 
22. Dual 30 lb. LP tanks 
23. Diamond plate stone guard *
24. Tinted safety glass windows 
25. Swing-out entry assist handle (optional) 
26. Patio awning* / 2 Exterior speakers
27. Stabilizer Jacks (on 4 travel trailers & 2 fifth wheels)
28. 3" rain drip spout

* Included in Convenience Package
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Zinger Standards and Options

Living Room Standards
- Premium residential furniture
- Decorative glass in sofa slide-out cabinet doors
- Designer valances with hard lambrequin legs
- Wall paper border
- 7' Interior ceiling height
- 6' Ceilings in slide-out
- Decorative lights (varies by floor plan)
- Wood slide-out fascia
- Sleeper sofa
- AM/FM/CD stereo system
- Three décor choices
- Flush floor slide-out with large dinette window
- Generous storage

Kitchen Standards
- Super booth dinette (varies by floor plan)
- Range hood with light and exhaust fan
- High rise faucet
- Wall mounted systems monitor panel 
- Ball bearings and drawer guides in drawers 

(rated for 60#’s)
- Glazed cocoa cherry cabinet doors
- Cocoa cherry cabinet drawers
- Microwave oven
- 16" Range with oven        
- 6 cu. ft. Double door refrigerator

Bedroom Standards 
- Innerspring 60" x 74" mattress
- TV shelf and hook-up
- Coordinated window treatments
- Quilted reversible bedspread

Bathroom Standards
- Large parchment color lavatory bowl
- Spacious shower/tub 

& one-piece surround 
- Foot flush white toilet
- Linen storage (varies by floor plan)
- Mirrored medicine cabinet
- Glass shower door & neo angle shower 

(varies by floor plan)
- Shower curtain with curved shower track 

(varies by floor plan)

Exterior Standards
- Infused champagne front & rear walls
- New rounded, aerodynamic front end
- 54 gallon fresh water tank (23FB - 40 gallon) 
- Tinted safety glass windows
- Radial tires
- Easy open entry step
- Bumper with drain hose storage
- (2) Marine grade exterior speakers
- Molded rain gutters with 3" drip spouts
- 30" Radius entry door with screen door 

(main only)

Convenience Package Standards
- 3 Burner range with oven
- TV antenna
- Tub surround
- Smoke detector
- LP detector
- Diamond plate stone guard
- 13,500 BTU A/C
- Awning
- Microwave
- Drawers under booth dinette
- Power vent in bath
- Swing-out assist rail
- 6 gallon gas/electric DSI water heater
- Night shades
- Stabilizer jacks (4 on TT’s, 2 on FW’s)
- Sink covers

Popular Optional Features

- LCD TV
- Chrome center caps
- Insulated enclosed underbelly
- Outside shower
- Skylight over tub
- 8 cu. ft. Refrigerator
- Hide-a-bed with inner spring mattress
- Bi-fold range cover

- 15,000 BTU A/C
- Electric Awning
- Rear ladder
- Carpet in bedroom
- Fiberglass exterior
- Upgraded insulation
- Aluminum rims
- Solid surface counter tops
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Standards stated above is a partial list only. See your dealer or visit www.crossroadsrv.com for a complete listing.



Zinger Exterior Features

3" rain drip spout Cook-Out kitchen with optional grill

Tinted safety glass windows Secure Stance axles with Nitro filled 
radial tires

Exterior assist handle with 30" radius door Optional full body fiberglass with standard 
 stone guard



Zinger Interior Features

Interior decorative lighting Optional solid surface counter top

48" Super booth dinette Storage drawers under dinette seating

Ample head room Reversible comforter

7' ceiling height
6' slide height

48" Wide



888-226-7496
www.crossroadsrv.com

Thor Industries’ strong financial position and
industry leadership are your assurance that we
will be here to serve you for years to come.

Dry & hitch weight based on standard equipment only. Carrying capacity reduced to reflect maximum available options per unit. Standards, options
& specifications subject to change without notice.  03/11 © 2011 CrossRoads RV

Family’

your local dealer

The company conserving today 
to protect tomorrow.

Now choose the Zinger travel trailer 
you want with a fiberglass exterior!
(Shown with optional fiberglass, electric awing and aluminum wheels)
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